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simply Warren is aware that Bubbles, the big man-eating goldfish lurking within the urban
sewers, was a typical goldfish, flushed down the bathroom via accident. this is often the newest
in a protracted line of dramatic creations Warren has dreamed up for his motion picture
scripts--to steer clear of the uncomfortable truth of his life. but if his grandmother falls
dangerously ill, he's pressured to place his fantasies in the back of him--for a while. 2 cassettes.
a child named Warren obsessively Two-Thousand-Pound Goldfish creates horror motion picture
scripts to distract Two-Thousand-Pound Goldfish himself from the ache of lacking his mom, who
belongs to a climate Underground kind activist/terrorist association and is at the run from the
FBI. the writer retains her dramatic plot feeling actual by means of focusing so tightly and
honestly on Warren's feelings that you simply type of believe just like the ebook used to be
written via the main loving and knowing moment grade instructor ever to exist. I loved how
Warren and his sister have various fathers--I believe like that is an issue hardly explored in
books for children--and I enjoyed how each one bankruptcy opened with tacky discussion from
one in every of Warren's movies, e.g., "If i did not comprehend better, i might imagine anything
steel used to be coming down the stairs. Well, it is most likely nothing, yet i might higher cross
check."
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